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Too often diverse populations are underrepresented in clinical trials or are not represented 
in that stage of research. Many underrepresented populations experience challenges related 
to awareness, access, technology, or transportation when participating in a clinical trial. In 
this session, a diverse panel of patients and caregivers will discuss, from their perspectives 
and experiences, the challenges that they have faced navigating their care. The goal of this 
session is to create a safe space for courageous conversations where healthcare providers and 
researchers can learn from patients to understand their lived experiences and identify ways to 
help lessen the burden on others in the future.

“You are an Asian woman, you must have EGFR.” – Ron Fong

“[Diagnosed with] multiple myeloma, I was told immediately this is an elder African American male cancer.  
As you can see, I’m not old, male or African American. So why did they tell me that? Was it really that 
important to point that out to me?" – Judith Abella

“The reason I stated specifically that I had invasive lobular breast cancer is because I was being questioned 
of my own diagnosis. Being asked ‘are you sure you don’t have triple negative – because that is what’s 
prevalent in the African American community.’ And I had to say, ‘if you look past my skin color, you’d see I’m 
from a mixed family.’ I was just being seen as a Black patient based on my skin.” – Megan-Claire ChaseFeatured Speakers
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Stereotypes and not being heard

“I find that the protocol and the trial information is not translated properly. Words are often derogatory or 
inappropriate. ClinicalTrials.org and even pharmaceutical websites don’t have information in Spanish.” – 
Venus Gines

Experience is how people learn in our communities (not what’s written).  If people have a bad experience, 
that’s how others in the community learn about it.

Education  
"Many people, especially people in the Asian community that I know, think that the placebo in a clinical trial 
means you’re not going to get any treatment. They don’t know you get standard of care. There needs to be 
more to educate them." – Ron Fong

Barriers to being included in clinical trials

“I was being ignored or told ‘I don’t have time’ by the doctor. That just 
contributes to my mistrust." - Venus Gines
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Barriers to being included in clinical trials (con't)
Myths
"When I heard that my mom’s oncologist suggested she go into a clinical trial, my first thought 
was ‘oh my God, they’re just going to give you a placebo.’ So that tells me that there needs 
to be a better job debunking myths. You mean you don’t have to be a stage 4...you mean 
you would never get a placebo, you get the standard of care...Nobody is addressing these 
misunderstandings." – Megan-Claire Chase

Medical mistrust 
“They tried to bully me to join a clinical trial.” – Judith Abella
“I begged for a second opinion.” – Judith Abella

Racial disparities 
“I have heard stories of Black women and men not even asked to participate in clinical trials.” – 
Sheila Marie McGlown

Mis/wrong diagnosis
“She was misdiagnosed because people do not expect young women to have lung cancer. 
People don’t understand that lung cancer has killed more women in America since 1987. 
Lung cancer kills more than breast cancer or variants of ovarian cancer combined annually in 
America." – Ron Fong
“Not all Asians are the same.” – Ron Fong

Financial toxicity
It is too expensive, parking, child care costs, hotel, housing, food, PK trials costs, the amount of 
tests you have to do. 
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Who is doing things well?
"I want to give Baylor credit because they are actually translating their materials in culturally 
appropriate language, and you can tell they listen to our voices and have information for it." – 
Venus Gines

"Patients and family members are taking responsibility for their health through education and 
feel empowered to make informed decisions, like looking for second opinions, and changing 
their health care team."  – Judith Abella

"Clinical trials have played play a big role in helping you to survive."  – Ron Fong
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What do you think are some actions that pharma and healthcare providers can 
take to build trust in diverse communities?

“Check out which organizations are actively working with those patients. Also, put some 
of the trial money into learning and removing barriers for that community. Let us see the 
materials before you start using them. We can tell which words are wrong or don’t make sense.  
Contact those of us that are the grassroots organizations so we can help you be cultural and 
linguistically relevant." – Venus Gines

“Having appropriate language is always helpful. Having appropriate representation in the 
materials. What I see and especially the commercials on tv set unreasonable expectations.” – 
Ron Fong

"Emotional acknowledgement: verbalizing others emotions fosters interpersonal trust." – Judith 
Abella
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During your clinical trial journey, how often did you encounter medical 
professionals of your same ethnicity?

“None.” – Venus Gines

“None, among doctors, some nurses.” – Ron Fong
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How can we educate pharma about the unique differences in our unique 
communities?

“Talk to and believe us. I’ve often been told I’m too sensitive.” – Megan-Claire Chase

“We need to stop looking at people based on nationalities. We need to be treated as 
individuals. What I see for not testing for our unique mutations, etc. is unethical.” – Ron Fong
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Visit DiversityInOncology.com to access on demand content and 
more resources like this!


